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Who We Are
At Renaissance our focus is to
help you develop your
business profitably through
security and compliance.
Renaissance delivers data
security solutions for Irish
businesses, giving the
protection and assurances
needed to keep their IT
environment safe and secure.

Renaissance offers professional
services based around data
security and compliance.

▪ Data security review & policy
development

▪ Endpoint, UTM, Health checks
▪ Trustwave Secure Web and
Email Gateway Health Checks

▪ Online support services and
security consultation

▪ Implementation Services
▪ Upgrade Services
▪ Training & Accreditation

What We Do
Renaissance provides your
business with:
Marketing
Pre-Sales support
Post-Sales support
Technical support
Price and product
Sales training
Technical training.

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
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Renaissance Will:
Develop new sales opportunities
Maximise returns on your existing customer base
Cross sell and upsell to your customers

Our account managers are here:
To develop your business
To identify opportunities
To make you money
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Our Partners
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Mid Market & SMB Product Suite
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Mid-market & SMB Product Suite
Aerohive Networks radically simplifies and secures your network using Cloud Management, Machine Learning, and Artificial Intelligence. We
deliver continuous innovation at Cloud-speed that constantly challenges the industry norm, allowing customers to rethink what’s possible.
Aerohive gives you unrivaled flexibility in the deployment, management, and licensing of Cloud Managed Wireless, Switching, Routing and
Security solutions.

Altaro VM Backup is a hassle-free Virtual Machine backup software solution for Hyper-V and VMware. The intuitive interface allows you to
set up and perform backups and restores easily. Altaro VM Backup is designed to give you the power you need, without the hassle and steep
learning curve. Easy to use, intuitive UI - making it easy to implement a solid backup strategy Managing and configuring backup/restore
jobs across multiple hosts has never been simpler Full control & scalability – Monitor and manage all your Hyper-V and VMware hosts
from a single console

▪

▪

▪

Appixoft delivers the workspace solution 'Scense' to companies, educational institutions, healthcare institutions and government institutions
at home and abroad. By disconnecting the personal workspace and applications from the operating system, Scense changes complex
distributed desktop environments into one efficient, manageable and transparent infrastructure. The Scense Platform transforms every PC or
laptop into a personal and customised workplace with universal access. In doing so, Scense addresses all IT management challenges related to
virtual and physical desktops and laptops, application virtualisation and windows migration. Dynamic applications in every personalised
workplace on each device and at each location

BitDefender develops and provides online security software solutions for businesses and consumers. It offers antivirus, antimalware with
proactive heuristic detection, firewall, and device control solutions. BitDefender offers business security solutions to enterprises, businesses,
virtualised environments, endpoints, service providers, exchanges, mobiles, service providers, and Amazon Web services; compare, renewal,
and upgrade solutions; and cloud security for MSP. It also provides security for home users, including Windows, mobile, packs, privacy, Mac,
tech assist, toolbox, and home users support. Bitdefender delivers robust security you can rely on. Bitdefender also delivers full disk
encryption and granular patching.

CensorNet provides a multi-channel, multi-layered approach to securing the cloud via its purpose-built platform. CensorNet delivers
integrated web security, email security, cloud application security and multi-factor authentication to provide security focused visibility and
control of an organisation’s assets. Their elastic security platform combines traditional security controls (e.g. web/URL filtering, email security)
with granular cloud application control and adaptive multi-factor authentication to allow access while controlling outcomes. They were the
first to market with a secure web gateway with in-built cloud application security to bridge the gap between traditional web security and
cloud application security.
The growing amount of data stored on external drives to cater for the need to store and transfer files and large amounts of data means that
storing this securely is no longer an option but is now mandatory. ClearCrypt is a range of 256-bit encrypted Storage devices designed to be
robust, secure and cost effective. Full Capacity Range, real-time AES256bit encryption, software free, aluminium Casing, true Hardware
Encryption, super Speed USB3.0, on-board keypad. USB3.0 super speed with a transfer rate up to 5.0Gpbs, 10x faster than traditional USB 2.0
drives. Privileged, confidential or sensitive data must be protected at all times from intentional or accidental loss and the ClearCrypt range of
devices is designed to make this cost effective, flexible and easy to achieve. ClearCrypt offers industry-leading encryption and a product range
to suit all needs and requirements.
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Mid-market & SMB Product Suite
CoSoSys is a leading developer of endpoint centric Data Loss Prevention (DLP) solutions and security software. Its flagship product, Endpoint
Protector, is an advanced all-in-one DLP solution for Windows, macOS, and Linux as well as Thin Clients, that puts an end to unintentional
data leaks, protects from malicious data theft and offers seamless control of portable storage devices. Its content filtering capabilities for both
data at rest and in motion, range from predefined content based on dictionaries, regular expressions and machine learning to profiles for data
protection regulations such as GDPR, HIPAA etc.

Cyber Risk Aware is a comprehensive security awareness training, phishing simulation and user knowledge assessment solution designed to
measure the level of human risk within a company, and protect your business from becoming a victim of cybercrime. Cyber Risk Aware’s
industry-leading content automatically educates your employees on an ongoing basis, leading to long term behaviour change.

Data443 Risk Mitigation, Inc. delivers industry-leading, next-generation cybersecurity products, and services. Their current product
offerings enable secure data – across local devices, network, cloud, and databases, at rest and in flight – to provide user-enabled, governanceenabled, up-to-date security for every data point, every time.

Egress Software Technologies is the leading provider of privacy and risk management services designed to manage and protect unstructured
data. Offering Government and Enterprise customers a portfolio of complementary services, the Egress platform leverages machine learning
led policy management, encryption and e discovery to enable end-users to share and collaborate securely, while reducing the risk of loss and
maintaining compliance. These award-winning integrated services include email and document classification, accidental send prevention,
secure email and file transfer, secure managed file transfer, secure online collaboration and secure archive. Certified by Government, Egress
offers a seamless user experience, powerful real-time auditing and patented information rights management, all accessible using a single
global identity.

Ekran System is a universal insider threat protection platform. A Mach37 cybersecurity accelerator finalist, Ekran is backed by US and
European investors and trusted by business customers worldwide. Ekran System combines three essential insider security controls: activity
monitoring, access management, and identity management. Ekran System supports per-endpoint and jump server deployments as well as any
hybrid scheme.

EXO5 provides computer tracking and lockdown services for enterprise customers. The company's Remote Kill™ service has quickly become
the must-have security service for financial services companies and other business sectors that handle sensitive data. The company's
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) model delivers two critical benefits to customers: low cost and fast deployment. Customers pay only for what
they use, with no setup fees or servers to build. Most EXO5 deployments are completed within 24 hours - as a result, EXO5 has become the
first line of defence in organizations where security is an ongoing priority.
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Mid-market & SMB Product Suite
Jetico's data encryption, free space wiping, and endpoint data protection solutions have been trusted by government and military
agencies, all of the top 10 U.S. defence contractors, national laboratories, as well as various other enterprises and a wide global base of
home and small business users in over 100 countries. Their products can also help your regulation compliance, including GDPR, HIPAA,
and PCI DSS. Simple for beginners and powerful for professionals, Jetico provides the best software for National Security and Personal
Privacy.

Keeper manages your passwords to prevent data breaches, improve employee productivity, cut helpdesk costs and meet compliance
standards. Keeper uses a proprietary zero-knowledge security architecture and is the most audited and certified product on the market.
Keeper protects your business and client data with the privacy, security and confidentiality requirements of your industry.

Liquidware™ provides industry leading platform-agnostic desktop solutions for hybrid Windows desktop environments including Amazon
WorkSpaces, Citrix® XenApp/XenDesktop, VMware Horizon View®, and physical Microsoft® Windows PCs. Stratusphere™ delivers
visibility into desktop environments and supports assessment, design, monitoring and diagnostics (Health Checks). ProfileUnity provides just
in time delivery of User Profiles, application and user rights management and context-aware policies. FlexApp feature delivers advanced
Application Layering. The solutions are available in an extremely cost-effective bundle called Essentials. Liquidware products are Citrix
Ready, VMware-certified, and are available through a global network of partners

Macrium Software, are the developers and suppliers of the award-winning Macrium Reflect ® disk imaging, file backup, and disk cloning
software. Macrium Reflect provides comprehensive backup and DR solutions for home or businesses which are used worldwide to
protect valuable data and operating systems. Using advanced disk imaging technology Macrium solutions provide fast reliable and easily
recoverable images. With over 7 million installs worldwide, Macrium is a trusted and reliable solution for all data protection needs.

The Inventors of Tokenless® Authentication
SecurEnvoy is a global provider of award-winning multifactor authentication (“MFA”) software solutions, which utilise a user’s mobile
device as the ‘something you own’ component of MFA. As pioneers in the development of Tokenless® authentication, SecurEnvoy has
enabled over 1,000 organisations across the world to bolster their identity and access management security safeguards with innovative and
easy to deploy authentication solutions, which maximise the value of a customers’ existing technology infrastructure and enable a user to
authenticate at anytime and anywhere.

SecurityScorecard helps enterprises gain operational command of their security posture and the security posture of their ecosystems
through continuous, non-intrusive monitoring. The company’s approach to security focuses on identifying vulnerabilities from an
outside-in perspective, the same way a hacker would. SecurityScorecard’s proprietary SaaS platform offers an unmatched breadth and
depth of critical data points including a broad range of risk categories such as Web, Application Security, Patching Cadence, Network
Security, Hacker Chatter, Social Engineering, and Leaked Credentials, DNS Health, Endpoint Security, IP Reputation and Cubit Score.
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Mid-market & SMB Product Suite
SolarWinds is a leading provider of powerful and affordable IT infrastructure management software. Their products give organizations
worldwide, regardless of type, size, or IT infrastructure complexity, the power to monitor and manage the performance of their IT
environments, whether on-premises, in the cloud, or in hybrid models. They continuously engage with all types of technology
professionals – IT operations professionals, DevOps professionals, and managed service providers (MSPs) – to understand the challenges
they face maintaining high-performing and highly available IT infrastructures.

WatchGuard is a global leader in network security, secure Wi-Fi, and network intelligence products and services for SMBs and Distributed
Enterprises worldwide. Our mission is to make enterprise-grade security accessible to companies of all types and sizes through simplicity,
making WatchGuard an ideal solution for distributed enterprises and SMBs.
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Enterprise Suite
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Enterprise Suite
Agari is transforming the email security landscape with the next-generation Secure Email Cloud™ powered by predictive AI. Leveraging data
science and real-time intelligence from trillions of emails, Agari has a suite of products that detect, defend, and deter costly advanced email
attacks. By focusing on sender identity and behavior versus the attack type itself, Agari models the good to protect you from the bad, ensuring
that no threat—new or existing—hits your inbox. Agari believe that you should have the confidence to open, click, and trust everything in
your inbox.

Ascertia has been a leading provider of digital signing, verification and identity validation solutions that prevent fraud, reduce business risks
and costs and provide legal weight evidence. Ascertia's products are designed and developed in-house and are well proven around the world.
Ascertia’s ADSS Server product is used by a variety of organizations, central banks and government departments, managed service providers
and within national and global trust infrastructures. Their 70+ global partners use these products to deliver in-house solutions as well as
highly effective managed services.

BullWall is dedicated to stopping Ransomware attacks before they stop your organisation. When you get hit by Ransomware,
RANSOMCARE will hit back. Unlike many Endpoint security solutions, BullWall protects your Security Defence Systems providing inside
firewall protection. BullWall offers 3 different solutions covering ransomware detection, cryptotack and photo forensics. The solutions have
been developed over the last several years and has undertaken a comprehensive market analysis of technology which has an extremely high
level of ROI (Return Of Investment).

CA Technologies creates software that fuels transformation for companies and enables them to seize the opportunities of the application
economy. CA offers Enterprise IT Management (EITM) software for organisations to manage IT in computing environments, which contain
people, information, processes, systems, networks, and applications, as well as databases from a Web service to the mainframe to a virtualised
cloud, regardless of the hardware or software customers they are using. The company licenses its products principally to IT service providers,
financial services companies, governmental agencies, retailers, manufacturers, educational institutions, and healthcare institutions worldwide
through direct sales force, as well as indirectly through systems integrators, managed service providers, technology partners, EITM value-added
resellers, original equipment manufacturers, and distribution and volume partners.

CyGlass is a leading provider of network centric dark threat detection solutions that allow you to uncover, pinpoint, and respond to nonsignature based cyber threats that have evaded traditional security controls. CyGlass is the first security solution that uniquely allows you to
anticipate and act upon the intention of cyber threat actors while an attack is evolving. By uniting the power of network traffic, logs, user and
asset metadata, as well as federated intelligence sources, CyGlass can prioritize the threat in relation to the value of the assets being targeted.

Entrust Datacard Corporation offers identity and secure transaction technologies for financial, government, corporate, education, healthcare,
retail, and transit industries worldwide. It offers financial cards, passports, and ID cards; and digital realm of authentication, certificates, and
secure communications. The company provides instant card issuance, transaction security, mobile authentication, high-volume card issuance,
border control, e-government, citizen ID program, credential life cycle management, authentication, identity credential management, SSL
certificates, and employee ID solutions.
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Enterprise Suite
Ericom provides secure remote access, desktop virtualisation (VDI) and web security solutions to organisations across all industries. With a
focus on application delivery, cloud enablement and secure browsing Ericom advances secure connectivity – providing end users with a
superior work experience and optimising enterprise productivity. Ericom provides business value by empowering timely and secure access
such as applications, desktops, data and cloud-based information while ensuring that the user experience remains natural and smooth,
regardless of the conditions, device and location. Ericom Solutions cost-effectively optimise IT efficiencies and access infrastructures, extend
the life of IT assets, and increase business efficiencies.

Genians has re-imagined Network Access Control (NAC) to secure the entire lifecycle of all connected devices to your network for the world
of IoT. The company's flagship product, Genian NAC helps maintain smart visibility & control of all IT assets and ensures them to be the
highest level of security and compliance using cloud technology. Genians secures millions of various endpoints in organizations of all sizes
and industries, including global Fortune 500 companies, the government, the military, energy, finance, healthcare, education, and more.

Indegy, a leader in industrial cyber security, protects industrial control system (ICS) networks from cyber threats, malicious insiders and
human error. The Indegy Industrial Cyber Security Suite arms security and operations teams with full visibility, security and control of ICS
activity and threats by combining hybrid, policy-based monitoring and network anomaly detection with unique device integrity checks.
Indegy solutions are installed in manufacturing, pharmaceutical, energy, water and other industrial organizations around the world. The
Indegy Industrial Cyber Security Suite provides comprehensive threat hunting, automated asset inventory, vulnerability management and
configuration control. The suite of capabilities ties together in an out-of-the-box deployment resulting in delivery of alerts, audit trails,
automated reports and 3rd party integration with your existing tools.

Index Engines delivers the patented Octane platform that provides unique and efficient access to all classes of enterprise data and creates a
searchable profile of what exists. Octane was architected with large corporate data environments in mind, providing an unprecedented
view into data assets, allowing content to be efficiently managed and archived according to information governance and defensible
deletion policies.

Netshield is a trusted provider of proven cybersecurity solutions for small to midsized enterprises in 38 countries worldwide. They offer a
cost-effective, resource efficient solution for banks and other security conscious enterprises that want to evolve beyond threat detection
and analysis to intelligent threat blocking. Their Network Access Control solutions instantly detect all network assets, block rogue devices,
block malware and phishing, and perform agentless auditing for cyber insurance compliance. Whether integrated as the automated,
intelligent response component of an enhanced SIEM solution, or simply a powerful addition to a layered network security plan, Netshield
protects your network from data breaches

ObserveIT provide detection and prevention to enable proactive defence against both malicious and negligent user behaviour from
employees, privileged users, and third parties. With ObserveIT, organisations can significantly reduce the risk of security incidents by
monitoring user behaviour and offering real-time education and deterrence. ObserveIT cuts investigation time from days to minutes and
offers full playback of security incidents to improve response times and simplify compliance.
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Enterprise Suite
As a leading cyber assessment company, Outpost 24’s mission is to help their customers tighten their cyber exposure before their business
can be disrupted. Their ethical hackers and the tools they’ve created provide a complete view of your security posture with solution-based
insights that facilitate and prioritize remediation efforts. Over 2,000 customers in more than 40 countries trust Outpost24 to inspect their
devices, networks, cloud infrastructure, web applications, user/data access and report compliance status to government, industry sector, or
internal regulations.

More than 100 million users in 150 countries rely on Sophos’ complete security solutions as the best protection against complex threats and
data loss. Simple to deploy, manage, and use, Sophos’ award-winning encryption, endpoint security, web, email, mobile and network
security solutions are backed by SophosLabs—a global network of threat intelligence centres. Their products help secure the networks of
100,000 businesses, including Pixar, Under Armour, Xerox, Ford, Avis, and Toshiba.

Tenfold software enables businesses to have better customer conversations. When you talk to a company using Tenfold, the rep has all
your relevant information right in front of them, in one place. The important details about you are no longer hidden from the person
trying to serve you. Best of all, it works in real-time and behind the scenes. Tenfold’s mission is to put bad customer service out of business,
on the phone or wherever it may hide.

Trustwave is a leading cybersecurity and managed security services provider that helps businesses fight cybercrime, protect data and
reduce security risk. Offering a comprehensive portfolio of managed security services, security testing, consulting, technology solutions
and cybersecurity education, Trustwave helps businesses embrace digital transformation securely.

Veracode delivers the application security solutions and services today’s software-driven world requires. Veracode’s unified platform
assesses and improves the security of applications from inception through production so that businesses can confidently innovate with the
web and mobile applications they build, buy and assemble as well as the components they integrate into their environments.
Veracode’s powerful cloud-based platform, deep security expertise, and systematic, policy-based approach provide enterprises with a
simpler and more scalable way to reduce application-layer risk across their global software infrastructures.

Zimperium is the industry leader in Mobile Threat Defense with the world’s largest deployment of mobile device sensors. Only Zimperium
offers real-time, on-device protection against both known and unknown threats, enabling detection and remediation of attacks on all three
levels - the device, the network and the application. Zimperium’s patented z9™ machine-learning detection engine uses artificial
intelligence to power zIPS™, the world’s first mobile on-device Intrusion Prevention System app, and zIAP™, an embedded, In-App
Protection SDK that delivers self-protecting iOS and Android apps as well as comprehensive app risk analysis with z3A™.
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